Linguistics curriculum by Language Circle Enterprises® is accelerated phonics for intermediate and secondary students. It builds upon a foundation of systematic phonics, using morphology, phonology, vocabulary, and spelling to explore the written word and educate students who are struggling to master the reading process. Activities are specifically tailored to 4th grade – adult-aged learners and are designed to help students explore the building blocks of language.

Through the study of sound/symbol recognition, syllabication, word building, sentence composition, story reading, and kinesthetic/tactile memory, students are able to build a richer understanding of oral and written language.

**MATERIALS**

- Linguistics Guide DVD
- Linguistics DVD
- Linguistics Sound/Symbol Card Pack
  - Intermediate/Secondary Spelling Guide
  - Affix Guide
  - Roots (Card Pack)
  - Vocabulary Development Card Pack (set of 3)
  - Spell Tabs (set of 10)
  - Linguistics Mastery Tests
  - Linguistics Reading Collection (142 Reading Selections)
- Affix Card Pack
- Red Word Card Pack
- Linguistics Student Practice CD-ROM
- Spelling Student Practice CD-ROM

**LINGUISTICS (Intermediate)**

**CONCEPTS & SKILLS OVERVIEW**

**Language**
- Oral/Written
- History of Written Language
- Affixes and Roots

**Sound/Symbol Relationship**
- 26 Letters/44 Speech Sounds
- Consonants
- Vowels
- Digraphs/Alternative Sounds
- Consonant Blends/Clusters
- Schwa
- Silent Letter Combinations
- Common Suffixes
- Red Words (Phonetically Irregular)

**7 Vowel Position/Types**
- Closed
- Open
- -OCR
- Vowel Teams
- R Control
- Final Consonant -le
- Diphthongs

**5 Syllable Types**
- Concept of a Syllable
- Steps for Syllabication
- 5 Cutting Patterns

**Grapheme Patterns**
- Diphthong
- R Control
- Long Vowel
- Frequency
- Place Value

**VAKT/BL Strategies**
- Visual
- Auditory
- Kinesthetic
- Tactile
- Body Language
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